Annual Report

2021 Mountains Outreach Community Service

MOCS acknowledges and pays respect to the Dharug and Gundungurra traditional owners
and custodians of the land (shared Country) on which we work and live.
We respect their continuing culture, and the contribution Elders make to the life of all
peoples across the Blue Mountains.
Dharug and Gundungurra people understand Ngurra (Country) to encompass all in the
physical, cultural and spiritual landscape, including cultural practice, kinship, knowledge,
songs, stories and art, as well as spiritual beings, and people: past, present and future.
MOCS acknowledges that this Ngurra is, was and always will be Aboriginal land and that
sovereignty has never been ceded.
We acknowledge the injustices of the past and present and honour the role that we play in
the invitation from the Uluru Statement from the Heart, to walk and work together to create
a better future. We will work, as allies, to support self-determination, truth telling and the
need for justice and inclusion of all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people across the
Blue Mountains.
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About MOCS
MOCS History
Mountains Outreach Community Service (MOCS) started as part
of Springwood Neighbour Centre in 1981, as the Treehouse Mobile
Resource and Information Unit operating from a bus. It became
autonomous in July 1981 and changed its name to Blue Mountains
Mobile in 1986 and then Mountains Outreach Community Services in
1992. MOCS has always had a community development focus on the
provision of services to families with children and on bringing people
together to strengthen community cohesion and resilience. MOCS is
community managed and has the NSW Department of Communities and
Justice and NSW Department of Education as its main source of funding,
and we also receive one off funding locally, including from the Blue
Mountains City Council.

MOCS Values
- we respect the knowledge, culture and custodianship of First Nation
communities of the Blue Mountains
- we value diversity, and advocate for social justice, equity and social
inclusion

MOCS VISION is to build a healthy
diverse community

- where vulnerable and disadvantaged community members are well
supported and their resilience and quality of life is improved

- where individuals, families and communities participate in opportunities
to build a sense of place, community connection and trust through
shared experience, knowledge and strong respectful relationships

MOCS Goals
1. reduce the impact of social and economic disadvantage and reduce
social isolation by building social inclusion
2. enhance the resilience and connectedness of BM communities,
families and their children
3. be an agile and robust community organisation

- we value strengths-based community development practice, personal
and community empowerment and justice
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Funding Diagram
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Chairperson's Report
I am honoured to present the Chairperson’s report for MOCS. What a
year, yet again! It is so wonderful to see MOCS continuing on with our
amazing work with children and families.
COVID 19 has thrown a challenge to all Community Development
Organisations – how do you develop the Community without any face
to face contact? MOCS has found solutions to be able to reach out,
including phone contact with vulnerable families, virtual catch up groups
and weekly activities posted to inspire parents who would otherwise be
attending playgroup in non-COVID times. There is the lovely “Spoonville”
activity at the front of the Bungarrabee Centre that has happened over
the lockdown period.
Now with our community set to open once again, MOCS is well placed
to reconnect with our community in person. We are very much looking
forward to opportunities to meet with families in the ways we do best –
supporting parents in playgroups, first time parent groups and Parenting
Young, our occasional care service and other project work as it arises.

To our outgoing committee members, I would like to sincerely thank
Roslyn James for her service to the committee, Roslyn needed to step
away from the committee earlier in the year. Louise Sutcliffe has also
announced her resignation from the committee, who will be greatly
missed as a highly experienced and vigilant committee member with a
reliable eye for detail.
It is also with some sadness that I announce my retirement as
Chairperson and from the Management Committee. My journey with
MOCS has been quite long and I have thoroughly enjoyed my time along
the way. I wish the hardworking staff and members of the committee
every success for the future. Our mountains community is all the better
for the work you do, and I know you will find new ways of engaging and
supporting parents now and into the future.
Sandra Hill
Chairperson

Once again, our Management Committee have continued to meet
via Zoom, I would like to thank everyone for their dedication to the
organisation. I know it has not been easy – I have missed chairing
meetings face to face and there is the feeling that many aspects of
MOCS’ work has been “on hold”. To our Treasurer, Susan Pearce,
Secretary, Susan Ambler and Vice Chairperson, Cheryl Adams, thankyou
for your participation and flexibility around meeting days and times. I
have also enjoyed meeting and welcoming the very talented Early
Childhood Teacher, Dee Wilde to our committee this year.
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Manager's Report
I have re-read my report from last year where I spoke of the challenging
year it had been and the amazing commitment and resilience of the
MOCS team and management committee. I could write a very similar
piece again but I am compelled to write something that will inspire
us about the future rather than just looking back. First of all, I need to
express my deep gratitude to the wonderful MOCS team that saw Judith
Hawkes leave and Claudia Roosen commence as the new Community
Development Project Officer. Sadly, in the last year, the management
committee saw Roslyn James and Louise Sutcliffe leave but we are very
happy to welcome Jo Clancy to the Committee. Without their enduring
commitment and support we would not have gotten through this year
with such grace.
As we sit again amongst great uncertainty due to the ongoing restrictions
needed to combat transmission of the Delta Corona virus, I hear many
conversations, read posts and articles about how we should be in the
face of uncertainty and new ways of living. A recent article that has
stayed with me about our current situation is one by Marc Stears on
“Reconnecting democratic politics to everyday life”. In essence what
Marc is suggesting is that no matter what our work is in the public
sphere, we need to connect with the everyday and moments of stillness
to be able to imagine a better collective future. When I thought about
this important message, I thought of the work we do at MOCS – the
engagement with the everyday needs of communities and families in
the Blue Mountains and the opportunities that the mandatory “time of
stillness” has provided us.
During this time of reflection, we have had to work hard to remain in
touch with the needs of local people and our funding bodies, especially,
when everyone has had to retreat into their private spheres where
maintaining connection is difficult but not impossible. We have had

opportunities to grow and develop in areas outside MOCS’ comfort zone
and we have faced issues that have challenged us to gain new skills and
knowledge. We have had to be more aligned with contemporary ways of
thinking, working and communicating, particularly online. I have observed
growth in all of us, despite the discomfort, growing pains and grumpy
moments we have endured and are now looking forward to 2022.
In terms of our programs, we had to provide alternative opportunities
for connection and development, as well as looking strategically at the
needs of our ever-changing community. During this time of stillness, we
have looked to the future knowing that after fires, floods and a global
pandemic our communities will have particular needs around a range
of personal and systemic issues including mental health and social
cohesion. As a community development organisation, we will work with
communities and families to re-build resilience and develop ways to live
in a different world. I am proud to say that MOCS is an adaptable and
responsive organisation that will move into the future with the community
and keep up the great work we do to respond to contemporary needs.
I take this opportunity to thank the MOCS team for their amazing
resilience and effort to remain connected to each other and the
communities we work with. Equally, the Management Committee
has been supportive and willing to tackle new issues with rigour and
deep commitment to the important role that MOCS plays in the Blue
Mountains. From the recent stillness we are ready for planning, strategic
development of new directions and ensuring we are making a difference
to the lives of Blue Mountains residents.
Tatiana Lozano
Manager
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Community Development
Dharug Language Project

IDAHOBIT

MOCS was successful in an application for an extension of time to spend
the remaining Ninganah No More funds from the previous year. We have
used to funds to work with the language educators and a video artist
and we are in the process of producing a series of videos that will assist
pre-schools to teach children Dharug words, numbers and songs. These
resources will be shared with pre-schools across the Blue Mountains.

International Day Against Homophobia, Biphobia, Intersexism and
Transphobia (IDAHOBIT) took place on the 17th of May 2021 across
the globe. Here, in the Blue Mountains, MOCS is represented on the
IDAHOBIT Blue Mountains committee and in partnership with the Blue
Mountains City Council, and the other organisations represented on
the IDAHOBIT committee, we supported the development of a series
of community engagement activities centred around IDAHOBIT. The
activities MOCS contributed to were an IDAHOBIT Youth Workshop,
“Dealing with Prejudice” which unfortunately had to be post-poned, a
Rainbow Flag raising event at the Blue Mountains City Council building
which featured a Q&A panel, live music from LGBTQIA+ high school
band, Koko and Kara, as well as food and resources shared amongst
attendees, and a trivia and karaoke afternoon held at Katoomba RSL with
money raised towards supporting the LGBTQIA+ community.

Uluru Statement from the Heart
MOCS was involved in a campaign run by BM ANTaR to write
submissions with regards to the voice to parliament. MOCS put in a
submission asking for the establishment of a structure to ensure a First
Nation voice to parliament and that this and a statement of recognition
be included in the Constitution.

Working with ACRC and Elders
We liaised and established a Memorandum of Understanding with
Vanessa Possum, new ACRC CEO. MOCS will work with ACRC on our
and their Fun Family Days, Koori Playgroup and cultural work with the
MOCS team and children at our programs. MOCS continues to work with
local First Nation Elders including Aunty Bev Eaton, Uncle Ed Walker,
Aunty Carol Cooper and Uncle Lex Dadd.
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Parenting Young
Parenting Young supports 8-10 families each week during school terms.
After putting sessions on hold during COVID19 restrictions, we were able
to return at the end of July 2020 with limited numbers. Parents and their
children were very happy to return to a somewhat normal, with families
travelling by train from Lithgow to Hazelbrook. Unfortunately, some of our
Working Party members were unable to return, but we are very thankful
to Sara, Paige and Maddy at Myst, Johanna from Thrive and Ursula from
Blue Mountains Women’s Health and Resource Centre who attended
many sessions to support our families in many different ways. We were
able to offer support around finance, housing, counselling, legal advice,
health and moral support from each other at the group. Each week we
had the lovely Lesley from MOCS do fun activities with the children and
as a group we made a PY family tree from a large piece of cardboard that
the children painted, each week the families would add a new item to
the tree, bringing everyone together. This year for Christmas we decided
to give a gift to the residents of Morven Gardens, each child did a hand
or foot print which we then put a photo of them on it and turned it into a
Christmas tree with messages from the parents. Unfortunately, we were
unable to see the residents, but were told it put a smile on their faces.
At the beginning of Term 1, Johanna at Thrive worked with some of the
families on “Tuning into Kids Emotions” which was fabulous. This was
one of the last visits we had with Johanna before she moved onto bigger
things, she will be missed at our group. The children enjoyed finding
hidden painted rocks in the garden and reading stories with Lesley
and while the children play the parents are able to relax with a coffee
and discuss issues to do with their family lives, their children’s needs,
studying and work or simply just have a chat. During Term 1 the children
helped plant potatoes which they were able to pull out in term 2 and
take home. One boy in particular was amazed by how the potatoes had
grown in number. We also planted snow peas, climbing beans and some
herb seeds and watched them grow, some parents took some home to
grow in their own gardens. The last week of group had us wearing masks
before we entered lockdown number 2.
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First Time Parents (FTP)
The past year has been a very challenging time to have baby. New
parents have found themselves isolated from family and friends.
NSW Health new parents’ groups have been limited and home visits
decreased. It has been reported that Post Natal Depression and Post
Natal Anxiety have been on the rise, which I have witnessed in the FTP
groups.
The FTP groups have been crucially important for the community so
during Covid I have ‘pivoted’ to run more. Four smaller groups per
fortnight were offered over the past year due to social distancing
requirements, two at Heatherbrae and two at Bungarrabee. A total of 35
new parents have been part of a FTP group, some came a few times,
many came every fortnight for a whole year. Through the group extra
support was made available – follow up phone calls and linking parents
with other services such as YAWN or Counselling, even a local MP for
visa support!
One of the best outcomes has been that the parents formed friendships
with each other, providing peer support, ‘normalising’ their experiences
and meeting outside of group. We have had our ups and downs in the
group but it has been a joy to watch the mums grow in confidence and
the babies blossom.

35

New Parents

“Thanks for helping us both get through our first
year together!”

NDIS support group
Due to Covid 19 the NDIS support group did not meet face to face in the
last half of 2020. Zoom meetings were offered but only taken up by one
person a couple of times. In 2021, Kerin Pollack from Belong and myself
relaunched the group, targeted at parents with children on the NDIS. We
managed one meeting before the Covid situation grew worse and parents
were unable to attend.
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Parenting Courses
We were unable to hold any parenting courses in the latter part of 2020
due to Covid 19. Fortunately, we were able to hold a No Scaredy Cats
course in March 2021 at Katoomba Public School in partnership with
Kylie White from THRIVE. This course helps parents to deal with their
child’s anxious behaviours, to recognise what is the ups and downs of
childhood and what is of more concern. It was very well received with all
6 parents who came along reporting that they got a lot out of the course.

Family Fun Events
MOCS needed to cancel Bullaburra Get Ready Fun morning planned
for October 2020 due to Covid restrictions. Instead I organised a selfguided Get Ready treasure hunt activity in three local parks in partnership
with the local Rural Fire Service groups. Children were to complete their
answers and present to their local RFS for a prize.
Luckily the April 2021 Fun Morning at the Lawson Mechanics Institute
was able to go ahead. For Covid safety a QR code check in was
provided and numbers were limited.

"MOCS appreciated the needs of culture"
The event had a Chinese cultural theme as a result of working with some
local Australian -Chinese parents. MOCS wanted to engage the local
Chinese community because a Chinese Australian mother, who regularly
attends playgroup, was experiencing racism in the Blue Mountains. The
families decided to partner with MOCS to present some Chinese cultural
activities at the Family Fun Morning.

45

Attendees

Chinese parents made Chinese lanterns and dumplings with the families.
The parents really enjoyed presenting their cultural activities at the event
and said they felt valued and appreciated
Indigenous games and craft were also presented by a young Aboriginal
woman, the Blue Mountains Aboriginal Cultural Resource Centre and
Belong Blue Mountains. The Woodford RFS were there to talk to families
about bushfire preparedness. The event was made possible by a BMCC
Bushfire Recovery grant.
Families attending the event reported that they felt like more a part of
their community and had learnt or experienced something from a culture
other than their own. The Indigenous games and craft were very popular
too.
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Child Protection Week,
September 6 – 11, 2020
Again, due to Covid, an online activity was organised called ‘Hands
across the Mountains’ It was a resilience activity, whereby kids drew an
outline of their hand, cut it out, put the name of a trusted adult or hero on
each finger and then decorated it.
The Blue Mountains Coalition Against Violence and Abuse Child
Protection Week subcommittee prepared 100 activity packs, containing
a cut-out hand, coloured pencils, stickers, and explanation for children.
These were all given out through our networks and a version was
promoted on social media and via school and preschool newsletters.
Photos of finished Hands were sent in and made into a social media post
for Child Protection week.
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Online Presence

88.4%↑

In May 2021, MOCS employed a new Community Development Project
Officer whose specific focus is on increasing online engagement
and streamlining communications, beginning with a communications
evaluation.
This role coordinates online campaigns for national and international
events such as NAIDOC Week, Refugee Week, Child Protection Week
etc.
This position is also focused on revamping the overall “look” of MOCS
including liaising with a web developer to build a new, contemporary and
more functional website that will suit the needs of MOCS as a changing
and growing organisation, as well as implementing changes in style
across the MOCS flyers, social media posts, annual report, strategic plan
and photo documentation.

Example of online campaign for Refugee Week 2021

In the last financial year, MOCS Facebook reach has increased 88.4%,
MOCS Instagram account was created and is building a following.
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Children & Family Services
Playgroups
This year saw a return to Playgroups under Covid restrictions, we
continued to connect with our families through our Facebook group and
offered a toy and craft collection point at Hazelbrook Scout Hall, which
13 families where able to access: 22 boxes of toys were collected and
swapped and 14 craft packages given out during term 3 shut down. With
restrictions easing we were able to return to playgroup with a booking
system in place. By the end of term 3 our three playgroups were back – 2
at Scout Hall and 1 Golden Horizon Park which continued to the end of
the year.
2021 saw a change in our Playgroups, a new playgroup at Wilson Park,
Wentworth Falls on a Tuesday, Hazelbrook Scout Hall changed to a
Wednesday and Buttenshaw Park at Springwood on Thursdays. All
groups continued to attract new families throughout the year.
During the year playgroup families participated in activities for Naidoc
week “Always was Always will be” making a large poster with their
handprints. We celebrated Harmony week, some families wore orange
and we did some fun craft around different cultures. We made bunting to
gift to the Elders at ACRC and the families where given Christmas craft
packages to take home.

898

Child Attendances

“Never underestimate the service you provide and
the impact you have!”
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Occasional Care
Occasional Care continues to support families and their children access
care in a sensitive and collaborative way, allowing them to experience
sensitive and thoughtful transition from home to care in a mixed age
group setting at 2 venues. Over the last 12 months we have enrolled 40
children.
Programming ideas have included helping children understand their
emotions, using photos as discussion points to identify what might
make them feel sad/happy/anxious/frustrated, this was directly after
last year's lockdown, and summer bushfires; opportunities for children
to observe and record changes in the natural world; building feelings of
belonging to their community and family by displaying family photos on
our ‘Family Tree’; connecting to Elders attending the Deadlee Café at the
MMNC, and decorating a banner to hang at our door acknowledging that
Occasional Care is a safe and inclusive space.
We continue our process of reflective self-evaluation in preparation for
our accreditation visit from the Department of Education, highlighting our
unique strengths.

40

Children Enrolled

“I truly appreciate the care and imagination that
goes into developing the program...I know L loves
attending and feels happy and confident there. L is
really getting so much from her time at OC due to
the care and love she receives from everyone there”
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Mobile Educators
Mobile Educators continues to provide quality low cost childcare to a
range of Service Providers within the Blue Mountains. The flexibility
and mobility of the service enables us to support parents and carers to
access a range of Parent education groups, meetings, playgroups and
community events.
The Mobile Educators team has provided child care and children’s
activities throughout the Blue Mountains LGA in a variety of venues.
Service providers give frequent feedback that they would not be able
to achieve the attendance they attract and highlight the valuable
contribution that Mobile Educators makes to the families of the Blue
Mountains.
This year Mobile Minders provided childcare/ support and children’s
activities to 3 different community groups including Gateway Family
Service, Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre and Nepean Blue
Mountains Area Health Service along with support to First time Parents
and Blue Mountains Occasional Care, MOCS playgroups and events.
Lesley Lancaster continued doing a fabulous job to support both Koori
playgroup run by the Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre and
Parenting Young.
Sadly, this year saw Sally Weymouth and Sarah Rees move on from
MOCS . Mobile Educators has been able to maintain 6 staff members,
Jane Marshall and Tanya Clark along with the casual team of Lesley
Lancaster, Jeannie Elliott, Nadia Cameron and Rachel Rowe
We thank the team for their great work during this challenging year.

182
Sessions
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Networks & Partnerships
Networks

CAVA
Liz Smith continues to represent MOCS in the Blue Mountains Coalition
Against Violence and Abuse. This year the network has been meeting
over zoom and my main role is to convene the Child Protection Week
sub-committee and help deliver an activity or event to mark that week.
See above report.

SFA
Stronger Families Alliance is a network of government, non-profit and
voluntary organisations working together with community to bring
friendship, fun and professional support to Blue Mountains families.
MOCS' involvement with the SFA has included attending Wentworth
Falls/Leura Hub planning meetings and Hub convenors meetings.

MMFN
The Mid Mountains Family Network is convened by Liz Smith (MOCS),
Belong and Connect. We meet four times per year with local school
Principals, Pre-School teachers and family workers to share information
and develop partnerships to deliver programs. This past year has been
a lot about hearing how families and children are coping with Covid and
sharing ways of addressing needs.

AECG
Aboriginal Education Consultative Group (AECG)
The NSW Aboriginal Education Consultative Group Inc. promotes
respect, empowerment and self-determination and believes the process
of collaborative consultation is integral to equal partnership and is
fundamental to the achievement of equality.
MOCS is a member of the local AECG and we attend meetings which
have all been on zoom this year. Once the COVID situation settles we will
be able to explore the support that MOCS can provide to this group.

MMI
Mountains Multicultural Interagency is a network of community service
organisations across the Blue Mountains and Nepean areas who work
with multicultural communities. This network meets every month to
discuss any new developments in services and emerging community
needs. Much of the discussion in the past year has been around
supporting COVID information roll-out in multicultural communities and
how the network can support this.
BMCI
Blue Mountains Community Interagency (BMCI) is a member-based
forum established by Mountains Community Resource Network, the peak
body of community organisations within the Blue Mountains. MOCS
has been represented by Tatiana Lozano, Liz Smith or Claudia Roosen
attending the monthly meetings.

Partnerships
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre (ACRC)
Belong
Blue Mountains Womens Health and Resource Centre (BMWHRC)
Connect
Gateway
Mountains Youth Services Team (MYST)
Nepean Blue Mountains Local Health District
Mountains Community Resource Network (MCRN)
Thrive
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